A free boundary problem for an incompressible viscous fluid in a domain with noncornpact boundaries is considered; the upper boundary is to be determined by equilibrium conditions involving the fluid stress tensor and its surface tension. It is proved that if the data of the problem are regular, then the free boundary, the velocity vector and the pressure are regular. Furthermore the exponential decay of the solution is shown.
INTRODUCTION
We consider stationary flows of an incompressible viscous fluid that occupies a three-dimensional semi-infinite domain 0 between a fixed bottom r and a free upper surface r, which is governed by surface tension. Both surfaces approach horizontal planes at infinity. The flow is driven by an outer pressure gradient -Vp = a (a = const), the gravity g and an outer force It can be described by the following system: The corresponding instationary problem was considered by Beale [9] . He used Lagrangian coordinates, therefore his method cannot be used in our context. The stationary problem on bounded domains was studied by Bemelmans [10) . Amick and Fraenkel [4, 6, 7] considered stationary flows in unbounded channels. Gerhardt [13,14' ) derived decay estimates for 'an exterior capillary problem.
The main result of the present paper is the following Theorem: Let r E R, f E iI?) n Ca(R3) (k EU, 0 < a < 1) and 0 s 2 iD'1f S ( x , y )i, [Df s a 2 I (x,y) a c exp(-c lxi) for lxi a 0 r , (1.1) 
i(b(x)-b0)i, [D(b(x)-b)) a cexp(-c lxi) for lxi a r (1.2)
(ll a k, ii a k+3, c 1 , shown with a fixed point argument. The exponential decay of the limit function follows directly from the uniform estimates for the approximating sequence.
PRELIMINARIES

Notations. In what follows, the derivatives of a function
f :
In the strip S = ( = (,i) e tR2 x D: -b< i < 0) we use coordinates and ij and denote the corresponding partial aerivatives by
and V3g= --g .
By "div", curl and 'Dlv", 'CURL' we mean the divergence and rotation on 0 and S, respectively. As usual we use Da and V for the partial derivatives of order Jul, oceN. In O" all integrals are taken with respect to the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. In particular The inner product is deflnded by <u,v> =
Let U be a function space; then U The corresponding expressions on S are defined analogously. In Section 3 we need the space I. This function space is the closure of 
The functions that appear in the Navier-Stokes equations are transformed in the following way:
By this U is defined such that div u = 0 in 0 is transformed into DIV U = 0
In S. Furthermore we have U = 0 on E; UN = 0 on Z and u(F(.)) = U() + EU(t), where N is the outer normal to Z and E is a 3x3-matrix with
The following lemma involves the form of 1 more closely. 
Integrating with respect to and extending the result to H(2) by contlnuity we obtain the result on S. Transformation of the integrals to 2 and part b) show the result on d) This expression refers to the L 2 -trace on a plane xs const. Again we take v e JU7), then we get for a fixed
Let e c?:
, then we get with b) • . _________________ following properties: 0 a t(t) a t everywhere; r(t) = t in L2a5,
(1-24c) and t(t) = 0 for t aS and t a (1-)a.
Fig. 2.3. The mollifier r(t)
Let T = J' r(s) ds, then we define i(t;a,
we define 6 by 4/3((a(1_28)) 3"4 -(2aä) 3'4) = 1/c such that l/T < c and 3.1. Existence and uniqueness of solutions. We will show the existence of a weak solution to this problem with the help of an a priori bound. 
For v > t' there exists a flux carrier g such that We set g = VFCdet DF 1 , where 6 = ROT Q and Q = Q + Q is a vector potential In S. We define
and get 6 = ROT Q 62 = ROT Then C = C + G2 satisfies: C = 0 on E; GN = 0 on E; DIV C = 0 in S and C(,ii) -* q as ii -*.m. With the transformation of the velocity we see that g satisfies (6).
First we estimate the term {g,v,v} 0 of equation (3.2). We get
for 1V 
Because of 1v 1 p1 a Co the last Integrand Is small on the support of p(;6). It follows that 2""Q = tpq01v,00
where the term R consists of all terms, which are small on the support of
p( • ;O). The function q is the equilibrium velocity q of S transformed to
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. With Lemma 2,1 and Korn's inequality we get ii) With v = V + EV and g = C + EC for the velocities, the corresponding formulas for the transformation of the derivatives and partial integration we get for the terms on the right-hand side of (3.2) 2,3) ).
Now we divide the domain S into two parts, the bounded part S' = ((,) E S: 
In 5' we have C = q, therefore
as"rx,
because V carries no flux. Here X() is a part of the (,,)-p1ane for every E R, which lies in S and has N = (1,0,0) as normal vector. The triple product {V.G,G}s is zero because C = q in S.
By h, b-b E W3 ( 2 ) we get for the remaining terms
2). So we get for-the terms at , the right-hand side of (3.2) Standard methods show the existence of a weak solution u in n. Because m M m Is bounded for fixed in, 'we have u e H(c1 ). The domain Q lies in a strip of finite width, so with Poincaré's inequality it follows IkL2W) for all u E H(ç1) and we conclude that H(c) is continously embedded
In LW). This allows the analogue of (3.1) to be extended to all test functions in H(Q ). Choosing w = v we get 
For any given w E J(c1) we have supp w c 0 for some k, so that v satisfies (3.1') for that w, if in z k. With this fixed w the linear terms on the left-hand side of (3.1') define a bounded linear functional, say
by the definition of w,g W,g m w,g weak convergence. For the nonlinear part we have -r = (v,v,w} - (v ,v ,w) 0 0 and therefore
For the bounded domain n the embedding W1 W) c L(Q) is compact. So V converges strongly to v in L4Wk) and with Poincaré's inequality and Lemma 3. To exclude that a classical solution Is in the generally, greater space
we show that for our type of domain the spaces ff(r1) and H(Q) are
Identical. For that we need some notations:
Furthermore we need the domains 1. 2) Because of the boundary conditions for w E H(c2) the Poincaré inequality is true for w with C2 independent of R.
3) The identity of the spaces H(02') and H*(c2R) can be shown like
Bemelmans has done in [10; Theorem 41.
Regularity of the weak solution. In this subsection we examine the regularity of the weak solution. We show the inclusion u e C2 (c) u c(cur)
and that there exists a pressure p E C1 (cl) u C(c&r), such that (u.p) satifies (N),() pointwise. Such results are standard for weak solutions of the steady Navier-Stokes equations and so we will only list the results;
for proofs we reler to [12] . Let V be a bounded domain such that V cc 0 and
eC(V). Then we take = rot 'p e J(V) as test function in (3.1) and
partial integration leads to , ROT 0 -, 0 as lxi -' =.
In order to examine (3.10), (3.11) we consider the adjolnt problem. For 
Then the solution of (3.10), (3.11) is given by (z) =
G(z,z)f(z) dz.
For the Green function we have the following decay result. 
1) Let S = {(,i) e S:
2). Then for Jal s 1 
jj) Let S = {( , i) E S: O-II s 2). Then for lal
where O G ( z , s const and QVVIIL -, 0 as d -* w Using Theorem 3.6 a tedious calculation 112; Lemma 3.171 gives Lemma 
Let T(z) be as in the representation formula (3.13); then
VtT E E (Iii 1).
Now we are able to proof Theorem 3.9. If the distanced is sufficiently large, then the solution V of (3.9) is of class E(S).
Proof. Formula (3.13) and the definition of A a give 
By Lemma 3.7, the number d can be chosen in that way. Since £ c C, these two solutions are identical. Because V e C we get the assertion • By continuity of V on the set E S:
for all d a a. Using this result In (3.9) we obtain LV -V(P-P) = (VV)V + g where g E £(Sd) for all d a . Using 13; Theorem 9.31 In the bounded domains
we get for sufficiently large v
for all z e S (1f31 s 2, kyl s 1 , 0 < a < 1). By induction and transformation to 0 one gets 
tI3v, D(p-p), (IA,), (D(p_P))a e E(0),
for 1131 a k+2, 111 a k+l, 0 < a < 1.
THE EQUATION FOR THE CAPILLARY SURFACE
In this section we consider the problem
with a constant c > 0 and a function f E B 4.1. Existence and uniqueness of the solution. First we are looking for a weak solution of (4.1). That means a function 
. Let f E C1 (0). then equation (4.2) has a solution he n L(IR).
Remark: The uniqueness of the solution follows later by Theorem 4.3.
There we get IhI -4 0 as lxi -co, if lf(x)l is bounded by c 1 exp (-c lxi)
for lxi a r Furthermore, we define the differential operators 3 = D1-it1.kD U = 1,2,
• . . ,n+1) and V = 6 and that (I is uniformly bounded, we deduce for the first term of the righthand side of (4.5) 
R 2R
where K depends on I II C1 ( n ) Taking the boundedness of h into account and inserting (4.7) into (4.8), we obtain
where the constant K depends on ii II CI (B and n, but not on R.
On the other hand, we deduce from where c = c(iifiiC1(n)) and 0 < a < 1.
for lxi a r0 (lI a where c = c(liflI-za(n)).
THE SOLUTION OF THE FREE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
Now we come back to our original problem (N), ' (B 1, 1131 a 2, l''l a 3) , where C, C, C are some positive constants.
Proof.
of the systems -
We get the new surface r and by this the new domain 0 from (u 
where the coefficients A and B depend on the transformations F:S
0A
and F :S -* 0 (cf. Subsection 2.2). With (3; Theorem 9.31 it follows that B B
II -V II c 2, 'sj + ll -QIIc1a(s
where the constant C tends to zero like 11v as v -, co. Because Proof. We definew : h-g E C3a(2) and get (1+ (3 h) • Note: The assumption h -s 0 as lxi -* for the solution of the surface equation 
